[1] Ground-based accumulation measurements are scarce on the high East Antarctic plateau, but highly necessary for model validation and the interpretation of satellite data for the determination of Antarctic mass balance. 
Introduction
[2] Sea-level rise has been a much debated issue in recent climatological studies with predictions ranging from 0.18 to 0.59 m by the end of the 21st century relative to 1980 -1999 [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007 . However, studies showed that recent observational data are on the upper margin or even exceeding former model predictions [Rahmstorf et al., 2007] . One of the main uncertainties arises from the still unknown contribution of the (East) Antarctic ice sheet [Alley et al., 2005] . Hence, assessing the mass balance and surface-mass balance of the (East) Antarctic ice sheet has been a major concern of recent studies [Vaughan et al., 1999; Giovinetto and Zwally, 2000; Arthern et al., 2006; van de Berg et al., 2006] . Yet despite the promising results of new satellite techniques [Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Chen et al., 2006] today even the sign of the East Antarctic contribution to sea-level rise remains under debate. For example, Davis et al. [2005] report an elevation rise/growth of East Antarctica from satellite data between 1992 and 2003 primarily attributed to short term snowfall variability, while Monaghan et al. [2006] using a combination of ice core data and meteorological modeling found no long term snowfall trends on the East Antarctic ice sheet since 1957. A new study by Helsen et al. [2008] underlines that even insignificant trends in accumulation have an impact on elevation change and need to be taken into account when assessing ice-mass budget.
[3] Several approaches of constraining the mass balance of Antarctica utilize interpolation of accumulation rates obtained from field data such as firn cores, snow pits or stake readings, sometimes with background fields from satellite data for control of the interpolation scheme [Vaughan et al., 1999; Giovinetto and Zwally, 2000; Arthern et al., 2006] . A comprehensive summary of ground-based field methods, their utilization and limitations is given by Eisen et al. [2008] . However, large parts of the vast East Antarctic plateau remain uncovered by ground-based measurements needed for these continent-wide interpolations, stressing the necessity of obtaining thorough data sets from this area. Even though coastal areas have a more important impact on current sea-level change [Vaughan, 2005] and are in places also poorly covered, accumulation data from sites far inland are needed in addition to coastal records to understand spatial and temporal accumulation patterns on the plateau areas and the outflow glaciers. The Norwegian-US IPY traverse through East Antarctica is dedicated to close some of these data gaps by contributing significant field data and assessing the spatiotemporal pattern of accumulation rates on remote areas of the East Antarctic plateau. The aim of the project is to improve understanding the mass balance of East Antarctica and its contribution to sea-level change, provide field data for calibration of model assessments as well as satellite-based estimates, and obtain information about climate signals and their changes within the last decades to about one millennium. Another important aspect of the Norwegian-US traverse project is to revisit sites measured during the South Pole Queen Maud Land Traverses (SPQMLT) [Picciotto et al., 1971] and assess the legacy of these older data sets by updated records. Here, we report accumulation rates obtained from volcanic chronology based on dielectric profiling (DEP) of four shallow firn cores retrieved during the first leg of the traverse in the Antarctic summer season 2007/2008 . Another firn core is analyzed for chemistry and we use the sulphur data to obtain accumulation rates from volcanic events. We discuss temporal variability within the cores as well as spatial variability around the drill sites. Ground-penetrating radar is utilized to address the spatial representativity of our firn cores. By comparing the conductivity records obtained from dielectric profiling with the sulphate records from chemistry analysis we also show the validity of the DEP method for dating where there are no chemistry data available.
Study Area
[4] The traverse route is depicted in Figure 1 , going from Norwegian Troll Station through large parts of Dronning Maud Land (DML) to South Pole, covering about 2600 km in total. (Note that Dronning Maud Land and Queen Maud Land refer to the same geographic area. We use the official term Dronning Maud Land in the text, yet the SPQMLT traverses refer to it as Queen Maud Land which is cited here [Winther et al., 1997 [Winther et al., , 2002 . Yellow and orange lines indicate the South Pole Queen Maud Land Traverse routes [Picciotto et al., 1971] . The background shows elevation contour lines in 100 m steps. (b) Traverse route within the Antarctic continent. accordingly where SPQMLT data are concerned.) Along the route more than 700 m of firn cores were drilled for a variety of purposes, including four shallow cores (19 -25 m deep) for DEP analysis (NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6, and NUS07-8, see Table 1 for coordinates of firn-core sites). Previous accumulation data from this region are sparse, although the more northerly parts of DML have been covered among others by Norwegian, Swedish, Japanese, and German expeditions [Isaksson and Karlen, 1994; Isaksson et al., 1999; Oerter et al., 1999; Karlöf et al., 2000 Karlöf et al., , 2005 Winther et al., 2002; Hofstede et al., 2004; Rotschky et al., 2004; Anschütz et al., 2007 Anschütz et al., , 2008 Eisen et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 1994] . However, especially the eastern part of DML and the interior of the remote plateau remain largely uncovered by these expeditions. In the 1960s US-led expeditions covered parts of the interior plateau under SPQMLT I-III [Picciotto et al., 1971 ] (see Figure 1 for their traverse routes). They report accumulation values ranging between 6 and 70 kg m À2 a
À1
. Some more recent studies from firn cores report an increase in 20th century accumulation in parts of the investigation area, including South Pole [Oerter et al., 1999; Mosley-Thompson et al., 1999] , however, the trend is not significant in the study by Oerter et al. [1999] . This paper deals with accumulation rates over the last 200 years and contributes significant insight in accumulation variability in addition to those older data sets.
Methods
[5] Dielectric profiling (DEP) is a nondestructive technique for high-resolution measurements of electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity. The device essentially consists of a guarded capacitor moving along the core [Wilhelms, 1996] . The details of the underlying physics [Glen and Paren, 1975] as well as the device [Wilhelms et al., 1998; Moore et al., 1989] are discussed elsewhere and will not be described here.
[6] We measured our firn cores with the DEP instrument at Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) in the cold laboratory. Measurements were carried out in 5 mm intervals and the permittivity and conductivity were calculated from the conductance and capacitance, using the permittivity of solid ice and the free-air reading of the DEP device [Wilhelms, 1996] . In principle the temperature should also be accounted for, however, our measurements were carried out in the laboratory at a constant temperature of À20°C and the cores have been stored at that temperature before the measurements long enough to adjust. Hence, a temperature correction is not mandatory [Wilhelms, 1996] . In order to compare conductivity peaks, the conductivity record has to be corrected for density fluctuations [Wilhelms, 1996; Glen and Paren, 1975] . We used the complex Looyenga mixing model [Looyenga, 1965] to calculate density from permittivity, which was then used for correction of the conductivity signal. The procedure is outlined by Glen and Paren [1975] and Wilhelms [1996] and links the high-frequency conductivity to the conductivity of solid ice and the volume ratio (essentially the density of the firn divided by the density of solid ice). As conductivity and density of solid ice are known (19 mS m À1 and 918 kg m À3 , respectively [Wilhelms, 1996] ) the density can be calculated from the measured conductivity. The absolute of the Looyenga-based density varies from 179 to 663 kg m À3 in our DEP cores (Figure 2 ), similar to the values reported by other studies from the East Antarctic plateau [Rotschky et al., 2004; Hori et al., 1999] . The largest variations occur in the upper few meters where the core quality is generally lower. In addition to the Looyenga-based density, bulk density was obtained in the field, using the weight of the ice core pieces measured with an electronic balance. The core diameter was measured manually using a caliper. In comparison with the Looyengabased density the bulk density shows slightly higher values in some of the shallow sections, possibly due to varying core diameter (Figure 2 ). The average difference between bulk density and Looyenga-based density is 3.5%. However, Hawley et al. [2008] show that errors in density have a significantly lower effect on errors in accumulation rates than the uncertainty in actual layer depth. Thus, we assume that the difference between the density calculations does not introduce larger errors in our final accumulation results (see section 4.1 for a discussion of general error sources and the average accumulation error).
[7] In order to obtain accumulation rates, a depth-age scale based on volcanic chronology has been established from the conductivity records by comparison with known records [Hofstede et al., 2004; Traufetter et al., 2004] . Detection of volcanic peaks in the conductivity signal follows the procedures outlined by Hofstede et al. [2004] and other authors, i.e., it is assumed that a peak above the twofold standard deviation (2s norm in Figure 3 ) is related to a volcanic eruption. Thus, we normalized the conductivity records by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation (Figure 3) . However, not all peaks could be assigned to known volcanoes and especially the upper 2 m exhibit rather noisy behavior so they were left out. The top 2 m of core NUS07-6 were not analyzed at all because of very poor core quality. From the depth of the dated horizon the accumulation can be calculated using the age of the layer and information about the density. Thus, mean accumulation rates over the respective time periods determined by the dates of the different eruptions have been obtained (Table 2) .
[8] The 30 m long firn core from site I (Figure 1 ) was analyzed at Desert Research Institute, Reno, USA, using a sophisticated combination of continuous flow analysis and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) [McConnell et al., 2002] . The core from site M (Figure 1 ) which we base our dating on has been retrieved in 2001 during a Norwegian expedition [Winther et al., 2002] and was analyzed at NPI for DEP and at Alfred Wegener Institute, Bremerhaven, Germany, for chemistry. The DEP data and depth-age scale have been discussed by Hofstede et al. [2004] .
[9] Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is used to investigate firn stratigraphy, accumulation rate and its spatial patterns [Richardson et al., 1997; Richardson and Holmlund, 1999; Eisen et al., 2005 Eisen et al., , 2008 Pälli et al., 2002] . GPR profiles were collected along the entire traverse route (Figure 1 ). The system used is a frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FM CW) radar [Hamran and Langley, 2006] with a center frequency of 5.3 GHz and a bandwidth of 1 GHz. The vertical resolution in firn is approximately 0.1 m (depending on the dielectric properties of the firn pack) and the achieved penetration depth is 20 m assuming a mean firnpack velocity of 0.23 m ns À1 . In order to identify a specific layer from the DEP measurements in the GPR profile the Table 2 . 
Results and Discussion

Dating the Firn Cores
[10] Several volcanoes could be identified in the DEP records, the most obvious one being the double peak of the eruption of Tambora in 1815 and an unknown volcano in 1809 ( Figure 3 ). These peaks have been observed widely throughout Antarctica [Legrand and Delmas, 1987; Langway et al., 1995; Frezzotti et al., 2005; Hofstede et al., 2004; Karlöf et al., 2000; Isaksson et al., 1999; Oerter et al., 1999; Cole-Dai et al., 2000; Traufetter et al., 2004] and are used as time markers here. Based on that, it was possible to assign the eruptions of Krakatau (1883) [Hofstede et al., 2004; Traufetter et al., 2004; Oerter et al., 1999] for all of the cores and further eruptions like the one from Deception Island of 1641 [Traufetter et al., 2004; Hofstede et al., 2004] for three of the four cores ( Figure 3) . Table 2 gives an overview of identified eruptions and their respective ages within the four DEP cores as well as accumulation rates averaged over the time period from the eruption to present (2007).
[11] The sulphur data from site I were used to establish a volcanic chronology as there are no DEP data available for this core. Detected volcanoes and accumulation rates are given in Table 2 . As in the DEP cores the Tambora/1809 double peak serves as time marker, enabling us to assign the eruptions of Agung (1963) , Krakatau (1883) and Coseguina (1835) [Hofstede et al., 2004; Traufetter et al., 2004] . In order to confirm the volcanic origin of the conductivity peaks, we compare liquid conductivity, sulphur and sea salt related chemical species from the site I core with our DEP records since DEP responds to both acidity and salinity [Moore et al., 1989 [Moore et al., , 1991 Karlöf et al., 2000] . Figure 4 shows the profiles of these species for the entire depth of the site I core, highlighting the prominent peaks. It is clearly visible that e.g. the Tambora/1809 double peak corresponds very well in the conductivity and sulphur records whereas the sea salts do not show such prominent peaks at these specific depths. Thus, it can be concluded that those conductivity peaks originate from enhanced sulphur and not from enhanced sea salt concentrations. The same holds for the core from site M (Figure 1) , where conductivity from DEP and sulphate curves compare well, both clearly showing the eruptions of Tambora 1815 and unknown 1809 ( Figure 5 ). For comparison, we also plot chloride (the only sea salt record available for this core) which does not peak at the Tambora/1809 depths. Hofstede et al. [2004] based their analysis of the site M core on DEP-derived conductivity. Our Figure 5 indicates that their conductivity peaks coincide with sulphate peaks, thus showing the volcanic origin and the validity of their time scale for the site M core. However, some of the conductivity peaks coincide not only with enhanced sulphur/sulphate but also with enhanced sea salts in Figures 4 and 5, making the origin of the respective conductivity peaks unclear. We thus focus in our discussion mainly on the peaks from Krakatau, Tambora/1809 and Deception Island which do not coincide with enhanced sea salts. Therefore we assume that these peaks are of volcanic origin in the site M core and in our DEP cores and provide a reliable source for dating the cores.
[12] Uncertainties in our accumulation results arise mainly from dating which is based on the Tambora/1809 double peak as absolute time marker. Annual-layer counting was not feasible due to the very low accumulation rates. Thus, we have to rely on time markers and peak matching by comparison with well-dated cores from the wider area as for example the core from site M [Hofstede et al., 2004] . Dating uncertainty of core M is 3 years [Hofstede et al., 2004] which is similar to the time scale from other East Antarctic Figure 4 . Chemistry data from site I core. Volcanic peaks are indicated by numbers; see Table 2 . The sudden drops indicate that there are no data available for these depths (represented by an arbitrary value of À1, shown here for the sake of completeness). (a) Liquid conductivity, (b) sodium, (c) magnesium, (d) sulphur, (e) calcium, and (f) strontium. cores dated by chemistry or DEP [Traufetter et al., 2004] . Hofstede et al. [2004] and Traufetter et al. [2004] assume that this error is constant back to 1600 AD and only increases for time spans longer than that which is beyond the scope of our study. Thus, it is reasonable to assume a constant uncertainty of 3 years also for our cores. Arguably uncertainty would be higher once annual accumulation is considered but as we base our results only on the volcanic chronology it is reasonable to assume a constant uncertainty for the dated strata in accordance with Traufetter et al. [2004] and Hofstede et al. [2004] . Uncertainty in the density estimates is linked to accuracy of the DEP measurements which is about 1% [Wilhelms, 1996] . This leads to an uncertainty of approximately 1% in the density, derived from error propagation. Using a depth uncertainty of 2 cm resulting from the placement of the core on the DEP bench and minor loss of core material during transport and the above mentioned uncertainties of density and time, we are able to estimate the overall accumulation uncertainty by error propagation. Thus, relative errors for accumulation are in the range of 1.4 to 21% with the largest errors for the shorter time scales. The average relative error is about 8% and the error for accumulation rates averaged over the period 1815-2007 is around 2.3% which is comparable to the values reported by Frezzotti et al. [2005 Frezzotti et al. [ , 2007 . The absolute errors are in the range of 0.3 to 6.4 kg m À2 a
À1
( Table 2 ). Note that absolute errors are higher for site I in Table 2 but accumulation at site I is higher than at the other sites and thus relative errors are similar for all our core sites.
[13] Even though we do not have sulphur and sea salt records available for our DEP cores, the shape of the double peak of the Tambora/1809 layers ( Figure 6 ) enables us to date these cores with confidence. Over all, the firn cores along the traverse line (site I core, site M core, NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6, NUS07-8) show a high similarity in the shape of these peaks, either in the sulphur/sulphate records or in the conductivity data ( Figure 6 ). This similarity between sulphate/sulphur records and conductivity records allows us to safely assume volcanic origin for our conductivity peaks and base our dating upon that assumption. It should be noted though that generally non sea salt (nss) sulphate is used in literature [Legrand and Delmas, 1987; Langway et al., 1995] which is derived from the sodium record and the ratio of sulphate to sodium in seawater [Traufetter et al., 2004] . However, for site I we do not have sulphate but sulphur and for site M there is no sodium available. Thus, we use the sulphur (site I) and total sulphate (site M) records here. Since we are only concerned with peak detection and not with a quantitative determination of volcanic fluxes these records should be sufficient [Traufetter et al., 2004] . The comparison of sea salt records, sulphur/sulphate data and conductivity ( Figure 6 ) confirms that DEP-based conductivity can be used for dating for firn cores where there are no chemistry data available and that DEP provides a valuable tool for quickly determining accumulation rates.
Temporal Variability of Accumulation Rates
[14] The double peak of Tambora 1815 and the unknown volcano of 1809 provides a clear time marker for dating. Using these peaks as reference horizons, we are able to obtain accumulation rates averaged over the last %200 years. Over all, the accumulation rates have been fairly stable since 1815 ( Table 2 ). The core from site I does not show any significant change in accumulation since the Tambora eruption. Site NUS07-3 shows a slight increase for 1883-2007 (Krakatau to present) in relation to 1815 -2007. At site NUS07-4 no change between these two periods occurs, (Table 2 and Figure 7 ). The accumulation rate for the period 1815 -1883 (between the eruptions of Tambora and Krakatau) is slightly lower than the average over 1815 -2007 at sites NUS07-3 and NUS07-4, slightly higher at site NUS07-6 and seems unchanged at site NUS07-8 (Figure 7) . Hofstede et al.
[2004] report a period of relatively higher accumulation rates for the early 19th century from six firn cores, including the site M core. This cannot be confirmed by our results ( Figure 7 and Table 2 ). Along with some other authors [Oerter et al., 1999; Mosley-Thompson et al., 1999] , Hofstede et al. [2004] also find increasing accumulation rates in the late 20th century. We do not have sufficient resolution for that, but some of our cores exhibit peaks that could be assigned to several more recent eruptions. Although these peaks are weak compared to the prominent Tambora/1809 peaks and have not been reported as widely in Antarctic ice cores, they give some information about the accumulation pattern in the 20th century. Site NUS07-3 and NUS07-6 seem to show the Santa Maria eruption of 1902 [Moore et al., 1991] , site NUS07-4 and NUS07-6 the one from Cerro Azul in 1932 [Traufetter et al., 2004] and site NUS07-8 the eruption of Agung in 1963 [Traufetter et al., 2004; Hofstede et al., 2004; Oerter et al., 1999] . While it is not possible to compare the exact time periods due to the different volcanic events observed in the different cores, these more recent eruptions enable us at least to determine accumulation rates over the 20th or late 20th century, respectively. All three cores show comparatively lower accumulation rates for the time period between the respective eruption and present (Table 2) . Hence, accumulation increase for the (late) 20th century cannot be confirmed from our firn-core locations on the East Antarctic plateau.
[15] Only three of our four DEP cores (NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6) allow us to access accumulation before the Tambora/1809 eruptions. Figure 7 shows accumulation averaged over the time periods between some of the volcanic horizons seen in these cores. Concerning temporal variability, there is a generally decreasing trend visible for all three sites over the 19th and 20th century. In order to quantify that decrease, we compare accumulation for the period 1641 -1815 (i.e., between the eruptions of Deception Island and Tambora) with accumulation rates averaged over the time span 1815 -2007 (Tambora to present). We chose these eruptions because the Tambora peak is a clear and absolute time marker and the Deception Island eruption is the earliest one visible in all three cores considered here. For the period 1815 -2007 accumulation rates appear to have decreased by 24% at site NUS07-3, by 27% at site NUS07-4 and by 28% at site NUS07-6 in comparison to 1641 -1815. Thus, these three cores seem to show a consistent trend of decreasing accumulation in the 19th and 20th century compared to at least %170 years before Tambora.
[ 25.3 (1815 -1998) . They also report a general accumulation increase for several drill sites along the transect from Terra Nova Bay to Dome C. In their cores, the period 1966-1998 shows a 14 to 55% higher accumulation than the period 1815 -1998. Karlöf et al. [2000] find a decrease of 8% at Camp Victoria for the period 1452 -1641 in comparison with the long-term mean (1259 -1997) . They also report a slight decrease for the time period 1933 -1970 . Stenni et al. [2002 find that accumulation at Talos Dome had increased by 11% over the 20th century in comparison to the 800 year mean. However, Frezzotti et al. [2007] report no significant increase in accumulation over the last two centuries near Talos Dome. Yet Urbini et al. [2008] find significantly lower accumulation rates in the Southwest of Talos Dome during 1835 -1920 with respect to 1920 -2001. [17] Isaksson et al. [1996] observe an accumulation decrease over the period 1932 -1991 from a coastal core in Dronning Maud Land and report no trend in accumulation for the period 1865 -1991 from another core on the plateau (75°S, 2°E, 2900 m asl). Moreover, Isaksson et al. [1999] find that a general accumulation increase in especially the latter part of the 20th century is not necessarily valid for the whole polar plateau of Dronning Maud Land. They discuss temporal variability within their different firn cores (C -M; see Figure 1 ) between the periods 1955 -1965 and 1965 -1996 and conclude that accumulation has been decreasing at the higher-elevation parts of the plateau (above 3250 m). For sites C -H though accumulation is reported to have increased by 15-50% during the latter period, with the exception of site F (Figure 1) . Isaksson et al. [1999] conclude that those sites are possibly more affected by cyclonic activity since they are closer to the coast than the high-elevation sites I -M. The accumulation decrease at these latter sites is in agreement with our results, although the accumulation rates observed in our study arguably are averaged over a longer time period and thus neglect (multi)annual or decadal variability. Furthermore, Genthon et al. [2009] show that accumulation in Eastern Wilkes Land has been lower than previously assumed and Magand et al. [2007] demonstrate that older data sets are often biased and tend to overestimate accumulation on the polar plateau.
[18] The different studies and conclusions highlight the fact that the temporal accumulation pattern on the polar plateau is complicated and not well understood. Comparison between the individual studies is difficult due to different observation periods and poor spatial coverage. Our analysis provides new and reliable accumulation data from yet uncovered areas and insight in temporal accumulation variability at the drill sites that fit the results of Genthon et al. [2009] , Magand et al. [2007] , Isaksson et al. [1999] and other authors.
Spatial Variability 4.3.1. General Accumulation Distribution
[19] Mean accumulation rates from the four traverse cores range from 16 to 32 kg m À2 a À1 averaged over the last $200 years (Tambora to present). There is a sightly decreasing trend from site NUS07-3 to site NUS07-6, whereas site NUS07-8 shows comparatively higher accumulation. The most plausible explanation for this is increasing continentality, increasing elevation (from site NUS07-3 to NUS07-6) and lower elevation for site NUS07-8 (see Table 1 for elevation of the individual drill sites). Site NUS07-8 is also the closest one to South Pole where Mosley- Thompson et al. [1999] report an average accumulation rate of 76.5 kg m À2 a À1 since 1815. Even though the accumulation at South Pole is arguably much higher than our results a spatial increase of accumulation towards site NUS07-8 as shown in our data fits the expected pattern well.
[20] Table 1 gives an overview of the depth of the Tambora/1809 layers in different firn cores from this area of the East Antarctic plateau and deduced accumulation rates over approximately the last 200 years (between 1815 and the drilling date of the respective core). While the distances between drill sites are large and thus inhibit a detailed discussion of spatial variability or interpolation between individual sites, a general pattern becomes obvious nevertheless. Not surprisingly, accumulation generally decreases with increasing elevation and with increasing continentality. Our results are on the lower edge of the range of accumulation values (Table 2 ), yet they fit in the general picture and show that accumulation, when averaged over two centuries, is slightly lower than expected from previous data from the area [e.g. Picciotto et al., 1971] .
[21] In general comparison with other data is difficult due to the large spatial distances. Thus, we only give a brief review of SPQMLT and other data from the area around the traverse route and discuss the general accumulation pattern.
When assessing older data it is also important to keep quality control in mind as explained by Magand et al. [2007] who show that those older data are likely to introduce biases. In line with Genthon et al. [2009] , Magand et al. [2007] suggest careful data selection and exclude accumulation obtained by stratigraphy alone from their studies. This would apply to some of the SPQMLT data [Picciotto et al., 1971] . However, as these provide the largest data set available for our investigation area, they are cited here nevertheless stressing that the comparison can only be viewed with caution. Picciotto et al. [1971] report accumulation rates of some 27 kg m À2 a À1 for Plateau Station and 31 kg m À2 a À1 for Pole of Relative Inaccessibility for the period 1955 -1965. Their accumulation rates along the three stretches of the SPQMLT are in the range of 6 to 70 kg m À2 a À1 where the very low accumulation zones (6 to 10 kg m À2 a
À1
) are concentrated around the region 81°-82°S, 20°E. By comparison, our accumulation rates are on the lower edge of their values. However, spatial distance limits the comparison and the observation time periods are not the same, as Picciotto et al. [1971] obtained their values mainly from radioactive layers in 1955 and 1965 and from snow-pit stratigraphy, thus covering shorter time spans. Our accumulation rates, on the other hand, are averaged over 200 years or more and hence do not account for shorter scale (decadal to annual) variability. Cameron et al. [1968] report accumulation values from stakes at Pole of Relative Inaccessibility. Their value averaged over six years is 36 kg m À2 a
, slightly higher than the values reported by Picciotto et al. [1971] . Our sites NUS07-6 (16 kg m À2 a
) and NUS07-8 (32 kg m À2 a À1 ) exhibit comparatively lower accumulation rates, yet both sites are about 220 km away from the Pole of Relative Inaccessibility and thus a direct comparison is difficult. At Plateau Station accumulation data have been obtained from snow-pit stratigraphy of 64 shallow snow pits and a stake farm [Koerner, 1971] . The overall average over a period of 10 -12 years is reported as 28 ± 4 kg m À2 a À1 [Koerner, 1971] , agreeing well with the reports from Picciotto et al. [1971] . Our sites NUS07-4 (19 kg m À2 a
) and NUS07-6 (16 kg m À2 a À1 ) are about 200 km away from Plateau Station so a direct comparison is again limited by distance.
[ [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [Kameda et al., 2008] , which is more in the range of our values. Although the area is poorly covered, our results fit in the general picture of very low accumulation on the East Antarctic plateau. Frezzotti et al. [2005] report accumulation data along a traverse from Terra Nova Bay to Dome C. Their firn-core based results are in the range of 17 to 98 kg m À2 a À1 for the period 1815 -1998. Dome C itself has an accumulation of 25.3 ± 1 kg m À2 a À1 [Frezzotti et al., 2005] . Even though the distances to our study area are large, this shows that the general pattern of low accumulation for the high elevation sites is maintained over much of the East Antarctic plateau.
[23] Isaksson et al. [1999] report accumulation data from radioactive layers in 1955 and 1965 observed in several shallow firn cores along a traverse line up to site M (Figure 1) , reporting values between 23 to 123 kg m À2 a À1 . Not surprisingly, their accumulation data basically decrease with increasing distance from the coast and increasing elevation. This pattern agrees well with our findings. For site I, Isaksson et al. [1999] report an accumulation rate of 52 ± 4 kg m À2 a À1 , well within the range of our values for this site (Table 2) . Hence, our analysis confirms that the accumulation pattern at site I has been fairly stable not only since 1955 but also over the last 200 years.
Spatial Representativity From GPR Data
[24] GPR has been used widely to assess the question of how representative single firn cores are for the area around them [Richardson and Holmlund, 1999; Frezzotti et al., 2004 Frezzotti et al., , 2005 Pälli et al., 2002] . While we cannot fully quantify the spatial representativity of our firn cores yet (GPR data and shape of radar layers will be discussed in detail in forthcoming papers [e.g., Müller et al., 2009] ) we use short sections of our traverse GPR recordings at NUS07-4 and NUS07-6 and earlier measurements by Richardson and Holmlund [1999] between sites I and M to get a glimpse on the spatial representativity of the cores. In our firn core from site NUS07-4 the Tambora eruption was identified at a depth of 10.33 m (Table 1) . A layer at that depth at NUS07-4 is traceable in the GPR profile for 62 km northwards from the core (Figure 8a ). Due to temperature sensitivity of the GPR system there are gaps in the data farther north prohibiting farther tracing. Assuming laterally constant firn density along the profile the mean accumulation rate over the 62 km is 21 kg m À2 a À1 with a standard deviation of 2.5 kg m À2 a À1 or 12% from the mean value. The minimum and maximum values are 14.4 and 25 kg m À2 a
À1
, respectively, deviating by 30% and 19% from the mean. The accumulation rate from the core NUS07-4 (19 kg m À2 a
) deviates by 9% from the mean accumulation along the GPR profile, thus well within the standard deviation for this stretch, along which there is also a northward trend toward higher accumulation rates.
[25] The Tambora event was found at a depth of 8.98 m in the NUS07-6 core, yielding an accumulation rate of 16 kg m À2 a À1 (Table 1 ). In the GPR profile coming from the North to the core site, the Tambora layer is traceable over a distance of 35 km (Figure 8b) , deviating by 46% from the mean. The accumulation rate from the firn core NUS07-6 is 16 kg m À2 a À1 , about 15% less than the mean accumulation along the GPR profile and again well within the standard deviation of accumulation variability along the 35 km profile.
[26] Richardson and Holmlund [1999] showed by analysis of radar-layer depth and shape that the accumulation pattern from internal GPR horizons between sites I and M (Figure 1 ) is comparatively smooth and does not show large spatial variations around these sites. The standard deviation of layer depth around their drill sites is 2 to 31% where maximum and minimum depth deviate by up to 75% from the mean value. They conclude from their analysis that the representativity of their firn cores is generally high. The trend of decreasing variability with increasing elevation and increasing continentality is in agreement with the values seen around NUS07-4 and 6. Thus, the variability of GPR layers around our drill sites is well within the range of variability reported by Richardson and Holmlund [1999] .
[27] Frezzotti et al. [2004 Frezzotti et al. [ , 2005 report spatial variability from radar layers around their drill sites along a traverse from Terra Nova Bay to Dome C. The standard deviation of their GPR-based accumulation ranges from 3 to 47% and the respective minima and maxima deviate by 12 to 85%, comparable to the results from Urbini et al. [2008] for spatial variability of GPR layers around Talos Dome. Thus, the spatial variability along our GPR transects agrees with the range reported by Frezzotti et al. [2004 Frezzotti et al. [ , 2005 and Urbini et al. [2008] . We therefore assume that our cores are well representative for the area around them and yield reliable accumulation information for the period 1815 -2007 along the parts of the traverse route reported here. However, with a general variation of GPR-based accumulation in the range of 10-20% over tens of kilometers comparison with SPQMLT data from Plateau Station and Pole of Relative Inaccessibility is limited. 4.3.3. Comparison With Large-Scale Accumulation Trends
[28] As our results provide insight in accumulation variability of a largely uncovered area, they can also serve for validation of reconstructions of accumulation time series Picciotto et al. [1971] and are given in quotation marks as they do not refer to the period Tambora to present. The same holds for the value at Dome Fuji obtained from Kameda et al. [2008] . Circles with dots show core sites from external studies relevant for this study [Picciotto et al., 1971; Hofstede et al., 2004; Cole-Dai et al., 2000; Mosley-Thompson et al., 1999; Kameda et al., 2008] . See Table 1 for details. The two black lines at sites NUS07-4 and NUS07-6 indicate the GPR profiles shown in Figure 8 . The background map is obtained from Arthern et al. [2006] . from e.g. precipitation fields. Recently, Monaghan et al. [2006] undertook such a study, using ERA-40 precipitation fields and ice core data to derive a continent-wide accumulation pattern. They found no significant long term change of accumulation rates over the period 1957 -2005 . If at all, accumulation had been decreasing over parts of the East Antarctic ice sheet and our investigation area in the period 1995 -2005 [Monaghan et al., 2006, Figure 2F] . This is in agreement with our findings, although we cannot sufficiently resolve variability on the scale of decades. Monaghan et al. [2006] (Figure 9 ). However, for the sites NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6 and NUS07-8 our values (Table 2) (Figure 9 ). Yet Arthern et al. [2006] obtain a spatial pattern similar to our results ( Figure 9 ) with a decrease of accumulation from the area around site NUS07-3 to site NUS07-6, then an increase around site NUS07-8. As Arthern et al. [2006] used in situ observations from sites I and M for their study (their Figure 1) it is not surprising that their results fit the values reported in this paper. We suggest that for the area around our four drill sites NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6, and NUS07-8, the consistently higher values from Arthern et al. [2006] are due to the fact that their observational data do not cover the same time period and that in the vicinity of our drill sites no data have been available for validation before. Thus, the interpolation scheme applied by Arthern et al. [2006] relies on the comparatively higher accumulation values available for their study.
[30] Even though the time periods are not consistent the differences between our results and the outcomes of studies like those of Monaghan et al. [2006] and Arthern et al. [2006] stress the importance of ground-based estimates for the validation of large-scale approaches. This is of particular importance in scarcely covered areas like this part of the East Antarctic plateau where mostly older, less reliable data have been available so far [Magand et al., 2007] . While it is not possible to integrate our results in e.g. the study by Monaghan et al. [2006] due to the different time periods covered, our study reveals the potential for using ice core data from the remote East Antarctic plateau in addition to carefully selected data from e.g. SPQMLT [Picciotto et al., 1971 ] to assess accumulation patterns in this area. This will enable further and more detailed studies like the work by Monaghan et al. [2006] and Arthern et al. [2006] and narrow the error margin on the continent-wide accumulation trend which is important for quantifying the impact of Antarctic mass balance on global sea-level change [Vaughan, 2005; Alley et al., 2005] .
Conclusions
[31] Accumulation from the four firn cores NUS07-3, NUS07-4, NUS07-6 and NUS07-8 is somewhat lower than we would have expected from the SPQMLT data, indicating that parts of the high East Antarctic plateau might have received less precipitation over the last 200 years than previously assumed. Accumulation rates have been approximately stable since the Tambora eruption with values for the period 1815-2007 in the range of 16 to 32 kg m À2 a
À1
with a mean error of 2.3% for that particular time period. The average error for the entire accumulation data set is estimated to be 8%. Comparing the period 1641 -1815 with the time span 1815 -2007 in the three cores that extend to 1641 (NUS07-3, NUS07-4 and NUS07-6) reveals a decrease of more than 20% in accumulation for the latter period. Some other studies [Mosley-Thompson et al., 1999; Hofstede et al., 2004] have found an increase in accumulation on the high plateau of DML in the (late) 20th century. However, a very recent trend might easily be averaged out in our data. Concerning spatial variability, the first three cores show a decreasing trend whereas core NUS07-8 has a higher accumulation. Clearly, accumulation is anticorrelated with elevation in our data sets. The variation in depth of tracked GPR layers suggests that our firn-core sites are representative of a larger area, yet comparison with SPQMLT results is limited due to different observation periods, large spatial distances and data quality. Our results present insight in spatial and temporal variability of accumulation and contribute new data for this largely uncovered area. More cores and accumulation rates at higher temporal resolution are needed to address questions related to changes in accumulation over the 20th century in this area of the East Antarctic interior.
